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FYI - DELAWARE RIVER SOJOURN FUNDRAISING DINNER
The Delaware River Sojourn would like to invite you to its first annual fundraising dinner, Dining for the
Delaware River Sojourn: Our Remarkable River, on Sunday, October 13, 2013 at The Shawnee
Inn and Golf Resort, Shawnee on Delaware, Pa. The dinner, priced at $45/person, will take place
from 4 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. and will be a great opportunity to catch up with old friends and meet new
ones, all in support of this annual, not-for-profit event that is focused on connecting individuals of all ages
and backgrounds to the Delaware River. We encourage you to share this invitation with any family,
friends, and contacts who may also be interested in attending.
Reservations are required and requested by September 1, 2013. Please consider making a day of
it by meeting us at 11 a.m. at The Shawnee Inn for an optional six-mile afternoon river paddle from
Smithfield Beach to Kittatinny Point. The paddle will be weather and river conditions permitting and is
priced separately; canoe or kayak rental is available if needed and pricing includes all shuttling. If you’d
like to spend more time in the Poconos, consider staying overnight at the Inn; a block of rooms is also
available at a discounted rate. Please see the attached invitation for full details and RSVP form.
By getting individuals out on the river to experience it first-hand, the Delaware Sojourn aims to promote
stewardship of the Delaware River Watershed and its resources. Planned by a steering committee
comprised of federal, state, and local agencies, non-profit organizations, businesses, and volunteers, the
sojourn is supported by a grant from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, corporate and individual
donations, and various in-kind contributions. In order to continue providing a quality experience while
keeping registration fees reasonably priced for participants, the sojourn is in need of additional funding
sources.
If you cannot attend in October, but are interested in donating, please visit
http://www.delawareriversojourn.org/index.php/givingpagemenu
COMMITTEE NEWS
House Tourism and Recreational Development Committee
7/30/13, 3:00 p.m., 140 Main Capitol
The committee met for an informational meeting to receive a presentation by the Pocono Mountains
Visitors Bureau.
Carl Wilgus, President/CEO, Pocono Mountains Visitors Bureau, testified on tourism funding in the
commonwealth and offered comments on how to enhance the tourism in Pennsylvania. His presentation
focused on "the need for improved statewide funding for tourism promotion in Pennsylvania, and the
appropriate use of county hotel taxes." Wilgus suggested in order to raise revenue to contribute to tourism
marketing for Pennsylvania, one percent of the $200 million, or $33.3 million, that is generated from
lodging sales tax each year should be placed into a fund to support marketing tourism. Wilgus remarked
Pennsylvania should then establish "a 50/50 promotional account with the private sector and tourism
marketing organizations, whereby, for every dollar the industry contributes to the support of tourism
promotion a dollar is released from the marketing fund. During this presentation, Wilgus showed tourism
advertising commercials from Utah, Michigan, New Jersey and New York. He stated Pennsylvania has no
commercial advertisements for tourism. Wilgus contended if Pennsylvania does not do something to
increase tourism promotion, the state will lose potential tourism tax dollars that could be used to fund the
areas in the Commonwealth that are seeing a decrease in funding such as social services, education and
healthcare.
Rep. Dan Moul (R-Adams) commented on the county-by-county structure for tourism and tax agreements.
He stated from his understanding the county commissioners, Tourism Promotion Agencies have to come to
an agreement before legislation can be created to promote tourism in Pennsylvania and its counties.
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Rep. Gordon Denlinger (R-Lancaster) stated he agrees with Wilgus's testimony regarding the need for
more tourism in Pennsylvania. He asked if creating tourism ads that are regional specific is something that
is uncommon. Wilgus said it is a common occurrence. He stated the difficulty is that it is a point-to-point
sale. He stated the likelihood many people will see ads that are produced and marketed to states such as
New York is unlikely because the advertising rates are high and the organizations will not have enough
funding to sustain the marketing program. Wilgus said it is erroneous to think because a local region is
producing ads for tourism regionally that the state should not produce content for tourism either. He
stated tourism is an investment that brings money and jobs into the state.
Rep. Denlinger asked if a $10 million investment is an adequate number to invest in advertising for
tourism to be able to reach a larger number of people. Wilgus said he believes that is a minimum figure in
order to reach a specific region surrounding Pennsylvania. Wilgus stated more Pennsylvania awareness is
key to increasing tourism.
Rep. Kurt Masser (R-Northumberland) asked how other states are funding their advertising and state
marketing initiatives. Wilgus stated he could get back the information to the committee from the
Destination Marketing Organization.
Chairman Stern asked Rep. Masser, in his role as a commissioner, how he would use the hotel room tax
coming into the economy to overcome the other financial burdens commissioner's face in his county. Rep.
Masser stated he thinks when the room tax was created, it was created to go to a specific purpose and he
said he believes the commissioners should have to find other ways to bring money into their regions and
not use on the room tax because that is not what why it was established.
Chairman Stern asked if 558,000 jobs that Wilgus's report says will be created as a part of tourism is an
accurate estimate. Wilgus stated the number could different slightly but the numbers were based on
information given by the cluster of industries in which tourism can flourish.
Chairman Stern asked what the matching contribution would be for the tourism "pot." He replied is a onefor-one match based on each dollar a member of the private sector includes in the tourism fund. Wilgus
stated if the money is not matched by the private sector the money will go back into the General Fund.
Rep. Moul asked if the matching contribution from the private sector would have the half of the money go
directly to advertise the private sector's tourism attraction. Wilgus explained the marketing approach
would have a dual affect. The advertisement would be a general marketing tool for Pennsylvania;
however, the tag of the ad would focus on the specific private sector's attraction. He stated by doing this
the state receives exposure and there is a specific destination linked to the tourism ad as well.
Rep. Moul asked if it is fair to have advertising for specific industries and not the entire state as a whole.
Wilgus explained that many of the other states have general ads for the entire state but they also have
ads for specific industries and destinations. He stated even tourism locations that do not have enough
revenue to advertise still benefit from a marketing campaign that focuses on one industry because once
they people come in the area they are open to staying and searching for other places to go to besides the
main one advertised.
Rep. Matt Gabler (R-Clearfield) asked with the increase in tourism competition by other states how does
Pennsylvania avoid being trapped into the point of diminishing returns. Wilgus replied other states have
the data showing that by investing more in tourism the states are seeing a return because of the change
in the tourism industry. Wilgus added now international visitors are beginning to visit the US and those
are also individuals that can be marketed to come to the state. Wilgus said he does not think the state
would reach the point of diminishing returns soon.
Rep. Gabler asked how other states make sure the tourism dollars are being well spent. Wilgus stated
Pennsylvania has attractions and a large market base for a potential increase in tourism. He said he thinks
the biggest mistake Pennsylvania is doing right now is doing nothing to help increase tourism to the state.
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Minority Chairman Thaddeus Kirkland (D-Delaware) asked how the governor and other state officials
respond in a negative way for an industry that has so much potential to provide economic development to
Pennsylvania. Wilgus said he does not know.
Chairman Stern commented that he is aware that other states are investing in tourism programs.

House Tourism and Recreational Development Committee
7/31/13, 10:00 a.m., Room 140 Main Capitol
The committee held a public hearing on the Hotel Room Tax.
SB 838 Alloway, Richard - (PN 1302) Amends the County Code, in fiscal affairs, to allow counties of the
fourth class to raise their hotel tax from three percent to five percent. 75 percent of the tax shall go to the
county Tourism Promotion Agency for promotion, advertising, and marketing of tourism and special
events, as well as administrative costs; 12.5 percent of the revenues shall be used by the county
commissioners for economic development, historic preservation and the arts; and 12.5 percent shall be
used by the county commissioners for targeted, enumerated grants to municipalities as provided for in the
legislation. Provide for a ten percent distribution of part of the revenue generated for certain municipalities
in the affected counties with populations of 20,000 people or more. (Prior Printer Number: 1035)
HB 1486 Miller, Ron - (PN 1974) Amends the County Code to increase the allowable county excise tax
on hotel rooms from three to five percent in counties with a recognized tourism promotion agency.
Chairman Jerry Stern (R-Blair) remarked the hearing will focus on county Hotel Room Tax.
Rep. Ronald Miller (R-York), testified on his legislation HB 1486 which proposes to increase the hotel
room tax from three percent to five percent for York Country. Rep Miller explained the various tourism and
recreation sites located in and around York County and how those sites have helped the local economy in
York. Rep. Miller contended "tourism in York County generates a healthy $850 million per year in revenue
and brings in $83.2 million in state and local taxes." Rep. Miller stated through use of state funding and
room tax the tourism sites were able to maintain their visitation and site upkeep; however, he explained
state funding had reached its "high point" in 2009 and in 2013 no more state grant funding is available to
help with the upkeep of these sites.
The following testifiers testified as a group "room tax" panel. The members of the committee asked
questions following the conclusion of the testimony presented by the final testifier.
Rob Fulton, President/CEO, Pennsylvania Association of Travel and Tourism (PATT) testified on the
history of the hotel room tax in Pennsylvania, the current hotel room tax climate Pennsylvania, the 30 day
rule, and online travel company issues. Fulton remarked members of the tourism industry oppose the use
of hotel room tax for non-tourism marketing purposes. He said state and local destinations have the
chance to lose their market share in their marketing budgets because of it. "Our association and members
are very concerned about the erosion and continued attempts on the county, township and municipal level
to divert the Room Tax dollars away from the appropriate uses," Fulton stated.
Joe Massaro, Chairman, Pennsylvania Association of Travel and Tourism, testified on how to create a
"strategic approach" to address the various issues the hotel room tax faces. Massaro remarked on several
recommendations regarding the hotel room tax including the appropriate use, enforcement and collection
of the tax among other concerns. Massaro recommended a workforce group should be established to vet
the problems and controversies with the hotel room tax to create an agreement which all stakeholders will
positively benefit. "The industry needs to develop a coordinated, statewide policy on not only defeating
inappropriate uses of the hotel tax dollars but looking at changes in the law that would benefit travel and
tourism and increase marketing dollars," he said.
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John Oliver, President, VisitErie testified on how the passage of HB 1478 allowed Erie Country to increase
its hotel occupancy tax from five percent to seven percent. He said the increase has helped Erie with its
ability to market and promote the tourism attractions the county. Oliver stated Erie County has been able
to increase the budget for marketing tourism in the country from "$800,000 to slightly over $2 million."
Oliver commented on the need for Pennsylvania to increase its spending for tourism promotion and
marketing activities. "With the elimination of funds from the state and the lack of the ability of counties to
fund tourism promotion, the hotel occupancy tax is the primary, if not the only way for DMOs to fund
these vital marketing and promotional efforts for their destinations," Oliver remarked.
Barry Kidd, Vice President of Hotels, Dommel's Hotels, Inc, testified on behalf of the Pennsylvania
Restaurant and Lodging Association. Kidd stated "PRLA would consider supporting a broad-based taxenabling bill that would cap the tax at five or six percent, so long as all hotel tax revenue goes toward
tourism promotion." Kidd remarked the hotel room tax dollars should be used for its original purposes and
should not diverge from tourism marketing and promotion. Kidd stated tourism is "vital" to the local
economies in Pennsylvania and by reestablishing the original intent of the tax state and local economies
will be able to build Pennsylvania's tourism market.
Douglas Hill, Executive Director, County Commissioners Association of Pennsylvania (CCAP), testified on
some of the history of how the hotel room tax was developed. Hill recommended the state should collect
the revenue from the hotel room tax and then return the fund to the county of origin where the money
was collected. Hill commented on enforcement issues regarding the tax in terms of how the money is
distributed from Tourism Promotion Agencies (TPAs) to the counties. Hill stated the overall goal is to refine
the legislation to layout the appropriate use for Hotel Room Tax revenue while maintaining the negotiation
and collaboration process between county commissioners and local TPAs for determining where the funds
go ultimately increasing tourism across the Commonwealth.
Rep. Gabler asked about the uses of the revenue from the room tax for the Act 142 counties. He
questioned how counties use the funds collected from the hotel room tax. Hill remarked every dollar
received from the tax is appropriated to the TPA ; whereas, the TPA may also return a portion of the funds
to the county for other projects including maintenance and upkeep of visitor centers and remodeling other
tourism attractions. Hill noted the counties are informed that certain projects are unable to be done
because the funds collected are not supposed to be allocated for the use. He explained an example where
a county requested to use the funds to fix roads leading to the tourism site, however, the county was
denied because the project was not related to the marketing or promotion of the site. Massaro remarked
Act 142 has a definition that is more helpful than some other statutes. He stated at times there are
tensions between TPAs and county commissioners to fund projects that are not supposed to be approved
using the tax revenue, but TPAs comply for fear of decertification by the county commissioners. Massaro
stated the problem lies in using the funds to help restore projects and other tourism buildings instead of
marketing and promotion efforts to draw individuals to the sites. Kidd added in his county the funds are
going toward tourism entities but not going toward promotion.
Rep. Denlinger asked how the legislators are supposed to define the appropriate use of the funds when it
realizes there are also other practical uses not necessarily relation to marketing and promotion. Massaro
said "it is not our intent to undue current commitments." He remarked the group proposes that future
taxes are dedicated to the original intent to go strictly toward marketing purposes for tourism attractions.
Rep. Denlinger asked if providing money toward convention centers would be deemed as appropriate use.
Hill replied he does not think any counties receive enough revenue to be able to support funding for
convention centers. Hill added he does not want the committee to think money is consistently used to
fund "brick-and-mortar" projects but he does realize sometimes this does occur. Hill stated he has heard
cities are interested in collecting some parts of the Hotel Room Tax but he is unsure what the cities
propose to use the funds for. He said he understands the necessity to maintain the tourism products and
places; however, using the money from the Hotel Room Tax may not completely help because it takes
away from marketing promotions.
Rep. Millard asked if having the state collect the revenue and then distributing the money back to the
county will streamline the process. He also asked if the counties are receiving all of the money that is out
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there. Hill replied he does not think the counties are receiving as much money from the tax as they could.
He added he believes having the state collect the funds will help with uniformity and making sure the
money that is collected is received by the counties. Fulton remarked enforcing the collection of the taxes
is significant issue for the industry. He stated ways to help agencies realize how to utilize funds. Fulton
stated enforcing of the collection and use of the dollars is an area that needs to be addressed. Rep. Millard
remarked he is concerned that state control may "water-down" the local control for tourism promotion.
Rep. Longietti asked if PATT is open to explore the idea of using tax dollars for capital expenditures for
tourism activities or if the dollars should go strictly toward marketing. Massaro said this is an area that is
tricky because it can depend on the situation and how the money is used. He stated sometimes the capitol
expenses can be raised by the county by other methods, but it is easier to request to use Hotel Room Tax
dollars for that purpose.
Rep. Longietti asked the panel to comment on how county commissioner elects the members of the board
of TPA s and to describe their influence over how the TPA is conducted. Massaro stated there are instances
across the state where having the commissioners elect the board members is an issue. Massaro stated
PATT is asking for consideration to help regulate the process so TPAs who are concerned they are being
influence by the commissioners to provide money for non-tourism marketing promotions are able to
address it correctly.
Rep. Masser commented on the decertification process of TPAs. He asked what the CCAP's stance on the
decertification of TPAs is. Hill replied the organization has a request to conduct a study to further examine
the issue and provide a "balanced process." Rep. Masser asked who would be responsible for putting
together the group of stake holders for the workgroup PATT proposes should be established. Fulton stated
PATT and PRLA are working together to try to come up with a group. He added the organizations would
like to include the legislature as well as county commissioners to be included in a comprehensive group to
discuss how to refine the recommendations for changes to the Hotel Room Tax and make the changes
work for everyone. Rep. Masser asked for an example of how dorm rooms are being used. Oliver
explained in Erie there was an event where no more hotel rooms were available, and a local university
offered the use of dorm rooms for rent for the event; however, since the dorms are not subject to the
Hotel Room Tax the county was not able to collect any tax revenue from the renting of the dorm rooms.
Rep. Moul commented the county commissioners determine the TPA board members for the counties. He
stated it is a misnomer to think that raising the tax will harm the economy in the area. Rep. Moul asked
who determines in Pennsylvania who the collection agencies are that collect the funds from entities that
rent out rooms. Hill stated said the county treasurers are responsible; however, the state law is unclear on
how the process is supposed to go. Rep. Moul asked if that issue is something that can be easily defined in
law. Fulton stated there may be a slight problem for enforcement. Rep. Moul asked what about campsites.
Hill said if the cabin is on state land tax can be collected. Hill stated there needs to be clarity in the law for
sites such as dorms and other places that should be subject to the tax but for various reasons are not.
Rep. Moul asked if the 30 day rule should be eliminated for individuals who find loopholes in the law and
rent rooms without collecting the taxes. Hill replied the organization does not think someone who is
renting a room as a permanent residence is not supposed to be subject to the collection of the tax which
is how renters get around the loophole. Rep. Moul commented the state should be more involved in
promoting Pennsylvania and bringing tourists in the state instead of having TPA's within the state
competing for tourists, which he noted he supports. Rep. Moul also said one thing to consider is having
school beginning after Labor Day so that families will have additional time for travel instead of having
them stay in the state or area of residence to go to school.
Rep. English questioned if there has been a discussion about a percentage across the board about dollars
collected from the tax to go back to marketing and promotion. Fulton replied it has been addressed. He
stated the industry supports a public and private partnership with the state to help promote the entire
state as a whole while still allowing local and regional areas to promote the local attractions. He said he
would like to see the promotional effect more collective. He added ideally he would like uniformity across
the board but realistically it is not possible. Fulton stated for now he would like to focus on the counties in
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the Act 142. Hill added for the counties listed in Act 142 there is a lot of local determination. Hill said he
realized counties want to promote the attractions specific to the county the attractions resides.
Chairman Stern commented it is difficult for individuals to understand the complexity surrounding the
Hotel Room Tax and the collection and use of the tax. Chairman Stern described Pennsylvania as a mall
and all of the various TPAs located in Pennsylvania are stores in the mall. He said the entire mall has to be
advertised in order to bring people in before the individual TPAs, or stores, will have individuals shopping
in the stores. Chairman Stern stated it is the state's responsibility to advertise Pennsylvania as a whole to
bring people to the state from across the nation and the world.

BILL REPORT
*ATTACHED TO THE REPORT*
STATE NEWS
FUMO TO BE FREED FROM PRISON TUESDAY
Former Pennsylvania State Sen. Vincent J. Fumo is scheduled to leave federal prison in Ashland, Ky.,
Tuesday morning after spending four years behind bars, his lawyers said. Fumo, 70, a longtime power
broker in city and state politics, will live in a North Philadelphia halfway house and work as a $10-an-hour
office assistant at his attorney’s law firm. Under standard federal prison procedures, his 61-month term
was reduced seven months as a reward for good behavior.
LOTTERY OUTSOURCING BID EXTENDED ONE MORE TIME
The bid from the United Kingdom-based private lottery operator interested in taking over management of
the Pennsylvania Lottery has been extended until Aug. 30. The bid was set to expire July 31. But Elizabeth
Brassell, a spokeswoman for the Department of Revenue, which oversees the lottery, said that Camelot
Global Services agreed to the request from Gov. Tom Corbett’s administration for this ninth extension of
the bid that originally was set to expire Dec. 31.

IN THE NEWS
08-01-2013

Pa. lawmakers discuss reforming local hotel tax system
York, PA - State Rep. Ron Miller, R-Jacobus, spent about eight minutes telling members of a state
House committee why he thinks York County should be allowed to raise its local hotel room tax. Then
the floor was opened up to questions on his legislation, House Bill... - York Daily

07-31-2013

Driller sues 70 property owners
EQT Corp. has sued scores of landowners in Allegheny County for access to their properties under a
recently enacted law that gives gas drilling companies the power to combine some neighboring
parcels into drilling units without compensating owners. The 69 individuals and one golf course in
Forward named in the lawsuit are... - Pittsburgh Tribune-Review

07-31-2013

Tourism boosts Valley labor market in June
The Lehigh Valley's tourist attractions provided a big boost to the labor market in June. A total of
41,600 people worked in the region's leisure and hospitality industry in June, up 15 percent from the
same month a year ago, according to data released Tuesday by the state Department of Labor and
Industry.... - Allentown Morning Call

07-31-2013

Pocono tourism chief calls for ad earmark
HARRISBURG - House lawmakers watched a succession of state-produced tourism ads featuring
national parks in Utah, water recreation in Michigan, a revived oceanfront in New Jersey and the
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Adirondacks and Saratoga Springs in New York State. Then Carl Wilgus, president of the Pocono
Mountains Visitors Bureau,... - Scranton Times
07-31-2013

G. Warren Elliott will chair Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission board
G. Warren Elliott, a former Franklin County commissioner, was elected recently to head the board of
the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission. "I am honored to serve as president of this terrific
organization," said Elliott, who lives in Chambersburg and serves as one of two... - Waynesboro
Record Herald

07-31-2013

Op-Ed: The time for Pa. school tax reform is now
By Rep. John Galloway “Some men see things as they are and ask why. I dream of things that never
were and ask why not.” —George Bernard Shaw When I was a kid, I loved Bobby Kennedy. He is a big
part of why I got involved in politics. He used Shaw’s quote several times to define why he cared so
much. He... - Pottstown Mercury

07-29-2013

Fiscal office: Tax reform bill would be an economic boon to Pennsylvania and homeowners
Pennsylvania state government's Independent Fiscal Office released a comprehensive analysis of the
proposed legislation co-sponsored by Rep. Galloway. In its analysis, the IFO drew the following
conclusions: By the fifth year after enactment the Property Tax Independence Act... - Levittown Bucks
County Courier Times

WEEK IN REVIEW
08-01-2013

Correale Stevens sworn in as Pa. high court justice
HARRISBURG — The Pennsylvania Supreme Court's newest justice is beginning his work... - AP

08-01-2013

State vehicle fleet reduction wins General Services' Innovation of the Year award
The state Department of General Services walked away with state government’s Innovation of the
Year Award on Wednesday for reducing the number of cars in the state’s vehicle fleet.
corbett.JPGView full sizeGov. Tom Corbett congratulates a Department of General Services employee
for his efforts in reducing the state vehicle... - Harrisburg Patriot-News

07-31-2013

Penn State's Spanier, Curley and Schultz to stand trial on all charges in Sandusky case
HARRISBURG -- Calling it "a tragic day for Penn State University, to say the least," a judge has
ordered three former Penn State officials to stand trial on charges related to the Jerry Sandusky child
sex abuse scandal. The decision followed two days of testimony in a Harrisburg courtroom... Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

07-31-2013

Closing arguments set in voter ID trial
Closing arguments are expected today in the legal challenge to the Pennsylvania voter ID law. The
parties called their final witnesses Tuesday in a hearing that has lasted more than two weeks. Judge
Bernard McGinley closed the courtroom for the final witness after... - Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

07-30-2013

Former Pennsylvania governor William Scranton Jr. dies
Bill Scranton, a moderate Republican governor and presidential hopeful in the mid-1960s who
remained a national presence in public and business life, died Sunday of a cerebral hemorrhage at an
assisted-living facility in Montecito, Calif... - AP

07-30-2013

Pa. Turnpike tolls to rise again
HARRISBURG — Drivers, get ready to pay more on the Pennsylvania Turnpike: tolls are going up for
the sixth consecutive year. Starting Jan. 5, cash tolls will jump by 12 percent, and E-ZPass tolls will
increase 2 percent. A typical passenger vehicle will pay $3.55 to $4 in cash for a... - Philadelphia
Inquirer

07-29-2013

Administrative growth drives up costs at state-owned universities
As many students went deeper into debt to pay for their education, administrative costs at
Pennsylvania's state-owned universities rose about $40 million from 2001 to 2010, an increase almost
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equal to the 53 percent jump in tuition. The 14 universities hired administrators and managers,
raising their ranks... - Pittsburgh Tribune-Review
07-29-2013

Census finds Pa. tax collection hit all-time high
HARRISBURG — Local and state governments are collecting more tax money from individuals and
businesses than ever. The U.S. Census Bureau released Wednesday its State and Local Government
Finance Summary, examining fiscal 2011 numbers. State and local governments... - West Chester
Daily Local News
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